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Hello everybody, and welcome to Chase Oaks. That song, “If I Had a Million 
Dollars,” is by a band called Bare Naked Ladies, and a few months ago I went to a 
concert where they opened for Hootie and the Blowfish. I was going to put it on 
Instagram, but then thought people might be confused about their pastor being at 
something called Bare Naked Ladies. It’s a fun song though, “If I Had a Million 
Dollars.” That was written in the early 90’s, so let’s upgrade the thought a bit to, 
“If I had a billion dollars.” Last year someone in South Carolina won the largest 
single lottery winning of 1.3 billion dollars, which made a lot of people dream 
about that question. What would you do with a billion dollars?  
 
It’s fun to think about. What would you do? I might build a Chick-Fil-a at my own 
house… That would be cool! All the nuggets I can eat and people that say things 
like, “My pleasure.” Christy never says that. Or think about all the good you could 
do with a billion dollars. It’s fun to think about being rich.  
 
Today we continue our Shadow Side series, which is about navigating the highs 
and lows of life. The things we want, like success, are great but have a shadow side 
if we don’t navigate them well. The things we don’t want, like suffering, have a 
positive shadow side if we navigate those times well. Today we are talking about 
one of those things we all want, but that has a definite shadow side. Today we are 
talking about wealth.  
 
My guess is all of us would rather be wealthy than not wealthy, and it is fun to 
think about being really rich. But wealth is a hard thing to talk about because not 
many of us feel wealthy, and those who do don’t really want to talk about it. So, 
my first job is to let us all know that you and I actually are the rich that the Bible 
talks about. Do you remember that movie, Crazy Rich Asians? You and I are Crazy 
Rich Texans, we just don’t think we are. So, let me prove it to you. Let’s start with 
the median household income in Plano, which is $94,306. If that’s you, do you 
know where that puts you on the global rich list? There are websites that figure this 
out for you. If that’s your household income, that puts you in the top .09% of the 
world’s wealthy. Some of you are thinking,  
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SLIDE_________________________) build 
$94,306 
.09% 
 
 
“Yep, if I made 90,000, I’d feel rich,” so let’s take that down to $50,000. If that’s 
your household income, you are in the top .31% of the world’s wealthy.  
 
 
 
SLIDE_________________________) build 
$50,000 
.31% 
 
 
 
Or let’s keep going down to $35,000. That puts you in the top .81%. What all this 
means is that pretty much all of us at all of our campuses are 1%ers. Have you 
heard about the 1%ers? That’s you. Think about that. Billions and billions of 
people would watch a movie of your life and mine and call that movie Crazy Rich 
Texans.  
 
 
SLIDE_________________________) build 
$35,000 
.81% 
 
 
If that’s true, then why don’t we feel like it? When we think of rich people, most of 
us never think of ourselves because we don’t feel rich. And I think the main reason 
we don’t feel rich even though we are rich is that we just aren’t very good at being 
rich. We have more resources than almost anybody on the planet, but we don’t feel 
like it. We are haves that feel like have nots. When you ask people in our culture to 
use words to describe how they feel when they think about their finances, you’ll 
get words like: Anxious. Guilty. Stressed. Overwhelmed. Indebted. Insecure. Out 
of Control. Scared.  
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SLIDE______________________) (Keep on one slide.) 
Anxious 
Guilty 
Stressed 
Overwhelmed 
Indebted 
Insecure 
Out of Control 
Scared 
 
 
I read a book this summer called How To Be Rich, and he makes the point that it’s 
no wonder that we may not be as good at being rich as we could be, because there 
is no training on how to be rich. There’s a lot out there about getting rich, but not 
being rich. It’s not like we are born knowing how to be 1%ers, which means we 
need to learn. Today is a real blessing for crazy rich Texans, because God actually 
gives wisdom about how to be good at being rich. It’s not just about managing our 
money like a money manager would do, but more importantly how to manage what 
money does to you and to me.  
 
Wealth is great, but there is a big shadow side if we don’t manage what it will do 
to us. We all have seen that with people who are wealthier than we are, how money 
can get in the way of a great life. Wealth is good, but dangerous. So, today we are 
going to be in a biblical passage, where the apostle Paul gives us a lesson on how 
to be rich and it is an amazing passage. Paul is writing to Timothy, who was a 
pastor of the church of Ephesus. Ephesus was a very wealthy city, in fact the first 
global bank in history started there because so many traveled for business and for 
tourism. Paul wants Timothy to give how to be rich lessons, because as Jesus said 
it is hard for rich people to live a full life.  
 
Here is how he starts:  
 
SLIDE________________________) 1 Timothy 6:17 
“Command those who are rich in this present world…” 
 
 
 Let’s stop there, because remember that is you and me. He is talking to 1 
percenters. He will start his lessons on what not to do, and then what to do. First, 
two Not Do’s, which are really important ones because the current of wealth will 
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always take us to these two places if we aren’t really, really focused on getting out 
of that flow. He says:  
 
 
SLIDE_______________________) 1 Timothy 6:17 
“Command those who are rich in this present world not to be arrogant nor to 
put their hope in wealth, which is so uncertain.” 
 
 
The first not to do, is Not To Be Arrogant.  
 
 
SLIDE_______________________) 
Do not be arrogant.  
 
I bet you can think of rich people who are arrogant. Those often go together. But 
this is a danger for all of us, because our self-worth is so easily defined by our 
stuff. Think back to being a kid. Do you remember the tennis shoes you wore? 
That other people wore? I can. Right now, I am wearing Stan Smith Adidas which 
is cool because I wore the first version of these when I was in high school, and I 
thought I was pretty cool. But in my junior year, Air Jordans came out, and the 
kids that could buy those were in the super cool class. I would have felt really 
awesome in those.  
 
The same thing is true as an adult. A few months ago, I won a really expensive 
watch in a golf tournament. I’m not even sure what I’m going to do with it. I have 
only worn it twice, and as silly as this sounds coming out of my mouth, my ego 
inflated both times I wore it. I felt more important, like I’m really somebody. Stuff 
can do that to us. Last year, my son Caleb worked at the Ritz Carlton in Beaver 
Creek Colorado doing ski rentals, and I was there when he was being hired. The 
owner of the ski shop said, “This is a good location for you if you can be excited 
about giving people great service who expect great service 100% of the time 
because they are wealthy and at the Ritz and demand the best.” Caleb said, “Oh, 
don’t worry. I’m used to be around entitled people.” I was right there, and was like, 
“Who are you talking about?”  
 
The more we have the more entitled we become. Wealth can make us look down 
on those who don’t have as much, can inflate our sense of worth, and can grow our 
entitlement to think that the more money we have the more stuff we deserve.  
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SLIDE__________________________) 
Wealth will lead to a self-inflated, self-focused life, if we don’t do something to 
arrest the flow.  
 
 
That’s the first danger and the first do not do.  
 
The next Not Do is  
 
SLIDE_________________________) 1 Timothy 6:17 
“…not to put their hope in wealth, which is so uncertain.” 
 
 
The more we have, the more we will start to put our trust in what we have. We will 
put our hope in money, instead of God. Money though is a really poor source of 
trust, because as Paul says it is “so uncertain.” Wealth is uncertain and a poor 
source of hope for two big reasons. First, wealth is hard to keep.  
SLIDE_____________________) 
Wealth is hard to keep.  
 
 
We are the wealthiest culture in the history of cultures, and we are all 1 percenters, 
but most people in North Texas manage money so poorly that we don’t feel rich 
because the money goes out as fast as it comes in, or even faster. That’s true for 
those who make a whole lot more than we do. A Sports Illustrated article found 
that 78% of NFL players and 60% of NBA players who make so much while 
playing, will be broke within five years after they quit playing. That’s not just 
athletes though. Most Americans aren’t great at managing money, and even those 
who are can’t control market swings, job losses, and other life circumstances that 
can erase savings. Wealth has a tendency to fly away.  
 
The second reason wealth is a poor source of hope, is that even if you keep wealth, 
wealth makes it hard to keep perspective.  
 
 
SLIDE__________________________) 
Wealth makes it hard to keep perspective.  
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Do you remember those negative words about money I put on the screen earlier? 
Here are the positive things God wants for you in this area of life.  
 
 
He wants you to have A Peaceful Life. A Generous Life. A Faith Life.  
 
SLIDE_____________________) 
God wants you to have… 
A Peaceful Life 
A Generous Life 
A Faith Life 
 
I want that, and I’m sure you do too, but the more we have the less likely we will 
enjoy those. It’s counter-intuitive, but true. Let’s start with peace. Do you know 
who the most anxious people about money are? The rich. Just look at how the 
more we have the more we pay attention to market swings. This past week, the 
stock market has hit new records. The S&P 500 has grown 25% so far this year. 
This week, the business news outlets are euphoric. But my guess is next week, 
people will be talking about recession fears again, because everybody knows that 
this longest bull market in history can’t go on forever. At some point it will come 
crashing down. What if the DOW went down 5000 points? 10,000 points? You 
know who would freak out? You know who is anxious about that? Rich people 
who have stocks, because our hope is in the stock market. Do you know who 
doesn’t freak out? The billions of people who don’t own stocks. The more people 
have the more anxious they are about keeping what they have. As I have traveled 
around the world with our church helping the poorest of the poor, I’m always 
shocked because they don’t worry about money. Our Ethiopian friends that we 
have partnered with, they don’t worry about money. They don’t have it, and they 
don’t worry about it.  
 
Same way with generosity. You would think the wealthier we become the more 
generous we become, because we have so much more to share. But the opposite is 
true. Americans households who are at the national median income of $50,000 a 
year give about 6% of their income to charity, which is pretty good. Americans 
who make 200,000 a year, give about 4% of their income, and the more people 
make from there the less percentage they give. You would think the opposite 
would be true, but the more we have the less open-handed we are. Again, I’ve seen 
that with our Ethiopian partners, because they don’t really have a concept of giving 
part of what you have. If they have something to give, they just give it. Having 
savings is a good thing too, but it is hard for African Christians I know because 
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why save it if someone else is in need and you have it? Just give it and trust God to 
provide. That gets to the faith part of this too. The more we have, the more we start 
trusting in what we have for our future and the less we trust God. So, we grasp 
tighter and live smaller lives, anxious lives, self-focused lives. We become 
obsessed with keeping money, and our lives shrink as a result. It’s really hard for 
rich people to be at peace, to be generous, and to live by faith.  
 
So, how do we avoid that shadow side of wealth? That’s where Paul goes next. He 
has told us the Not Do’s, the things to avoid, now the things to do:  
 
 
SLIDE_____________________) 1 Timothy 6:17-19 
“…but to put their hope in God, who richly provides us with everything for 
our enjoyment.  Command them to do good, to be rich in good deeds, and to 
be generous and willing to share.  In this way they will lay up treasure for 
themselves as a firm foundation for the coming age, so that they may take 
hold of the life that is truly life.” 
 
Notice the phrase 
 
 
SLIDE_________________________) 1 Timothy 6:17 
 “God, who richly provides us with everything for our enjoyment.” 
 
 
 Paul is not saying it is bad to be rich. These days rich people are taking a beating 
for being rich, even though most Americans who are beating up on rich people are 
in fact rich people by global standards. When God provides, we don’t have to feel 
guilty for what we have and can in fact praise the God who provides. He wants us 
to enjoy what he provides. He wants this area to bring joy. We’ve seen how wealth 
can work against that, but he is now going to tell us how to be rich in a way that 
brings joy, that leads to a full life.  
 
Three big commands, the first: Put Your Hope in God.  
 
 
SLIDE_________________________) 
1.  Put your hope in God.  
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It’s the opposite of the two not-do’s. When you feel yourself being pulled toward 
arrogance and toward putting hope in what we have, upgrade your hope. Make a 
change. Prayerfully say,  
 
SLIDE____________________) 
“I am not going to trust the provision. I’m going to trust the provider.”  
 
 
When we get anxious, when we get arrogant, when we get entitled, when we know 
we are grasping when we should be giving, go to God with that and say, “God I 
refuse to trust the provision. I’m going to trust the Provider.” God help me do that, 
and not be anxious but to trust you, not to feel arrogant, but to trust you, not to be 
so self-centered, but to trust you. When we make that upgrade of hope, we are free 
to do the next two Do’s for being good at being rich. Do Good, to be rich in good 
deeds.  
 
SLIDE______________________) 
2.  Do good, to be rich in good deeds.  
 
 
You and I have a choice about what we do with what God provides. We can be 
rich in stuff, or we can be rich in good deeds. Money has incredible power to lift 
other people up, to make a difference in our world. God graces us with resources 
so that we have the opportunity to do good. Think about how you will feel at the 
end of your life looking back about how you spent money. My guess is you won’t 
be so thankful for the good stuff you bought, but the good deeds you did—all the 
good that happened because of your generosity. The way that wealth becomes most 
enjoyable is when we shift from being consumption-driven to being generosity-
driven. In such a materialistic culture, that’s so hard to do because we are taught 
that consumption brings the most joy. But if we think about it just a little bit, we 
know that’s a lie. We buy something, and it brings joy for a moment, but very 
quickly goes away. Yet, when we do good, we build up a legacy of impact that 
gives a whole new level of joy. That’s what Paul meant when he said, “life that is 
really life.” You can never consume your way to life that is really life, a 
meaningful and rich life. You can only generous your way there. That leads to the 
third command. 
 
 
SLIDE_______________________) 
3.  Be generous and willing to share.  
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Be generous and willing to share. Here Paul describes two forms of generosity. 
Systematic and spontaneous. Being generous is being systematically generous, and 
then also be willing and ready to share. As Americans, we tend to be better on the 
willing to share part of this than the being generous part of this. So, let’s talk about 
what it means to be generous.  
The Bible doesn’t leave this up for grab but tells us what it means to be generous. 
It’s not live a consumptive life and then give when we feel moved by some cause 
or guilted by some commercial. It’s to be systematically generous with our 
resources, to build our budget around generosity and not around consumption. 
That’s when wealth becomes a blessing and when God engages his enablement in 
our financial lives.  
 
Paul gives us those instructions in 1 and 2 Corinthians, where he tells us to give in 
a Planned, Priority, Percentage way.  
 
 
SLIDE___________________) 
Planned 
Priority 
Percentage 
 
 
He teaches planned generosity, where you decide the percentage of your income 
that you are going to give to God’s work in this world through his church and what 
you are going to give to the poor, and you make that the first priority in your 
budget. He tells them to set aside that percentage and give it on the first day of the 
week, meaning the priority in our budget. The Bible uses the term “first-fruits” to 
describe that priority, that we give off the top, not the leftovers. We decide that 
percentage, and we build our budget around that generosity.  
 
 
SLIDE_______________________) 
Give 
Save  
Live 
 
What percentage should that be? The Old Testament mandated the tithe, or 10%, 
and that is the implied starting point in the New Testament, but the New Testament 
tells us to decide in our own hearts the percentage we will give, and to give what 
we can give cheerfully and to consider our ability. So, there is flexibility. You 
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decide. For some, 10% is too much, and for others too little, either because of 
ability or because of cheerfulness, meaning your heart for God. Decide your 
generosity percentage, and then let it grow from there as your heart for God grows 
or your ability grows. The idea though is you set aside the first percentage of your 
budget and you give, and then above and beyond that be open handed with the rest 
of it and ready to share as occasions come up. It’s a generosity driven way to 
handle money.  
 
Also, if you do this, it means that you have to have some idea of a budget, and if 
you set aside a percentage off the top to give, it means that you are living on less 
than you make. You aren’t just spending it all or living on more than you make. 
Most people in our culture now just spend money, and then wonder where it all 
went. God teaches us to manage our money, to set aside a percentage to give, to 
save for the future, and then live on the rest. Around here we talk about the 
10/10/80 plan, because for most people it’s a really good plan.  
 
 
SLIDE___________________) 
10 /10/ 80 
 
 
You give 10%, save 10%, and live on the rest. It means you are being wise and 
generous, and not just spending it or getting into money trouble. If you are married, 
talk about this as a couple. If you are single, take some time to prayerfully think 
this one out and come up with your plan. Most Americans now don’t have a clear 
spending plan and generosity plan, and a really great opportunity will happen next 
spring around here, and that is Financial Peace University. I’ve never heard one 
regret from people who have gone through that as people come out with a clear 
plan and a much healthier perspective.  
 
What Paul is saying is, have a plan! Plan your generosity. Be systematically 
generous and then open-handed with the rest. When you build your budget around 
the first percentage being generosity, it sets our hearts in the right place and makes 
generosity the driver of our wealth—not just consumption. That generosity driven 
life comes with a big payoff, as Paul says: 
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SLIDE________________________) 1 Timothy 6:19 
“In this way they will lay up treasure for themselves as a firm foundation for 
the coming age, so that they may take hold of the life that is truly life.”  
 
 
 
As we talked about last week, we will be rewarded in eternity for everything we 
sacrifice here. When we give to God’s work in the world through his church, when 
we give to the poor, God sees that and will reward us in heaven for that. Going to 
heaven is not based on our works, but our rewards in heaven are. We build eternal 
wealth by what we do with our wealth here. So, we either just spend it here, or sent 
it on ahead by giving.  
 
But the benefit is not just about the next life, also this life. He says that by being 
generosity driven, we “take hold of the life that is truly life.” Our culture lies to us. 
It says that life is about what we consume. God lets us know that life that is really 
life, a meaningful, joyful, peaceful life is about who we trust and what we give—a 
God-focused, generous life. Money can pull us away from what really brings life, 
and we end up with a pitifully small life. A lot of stuff, but a pitifully small life. 
God wants more for us than that.  
 
He wants us to be good at being rich. So, what does that mean? It means being 
really honest about what money is doing to us. We have to be aware and sensitive 
to when we are becoming arrogant, entitled, and when we are putting our hope in 
wealth. Are we trusting the provision or the provider?  
Being good at being rich also means that we aggressively move to put our hope in 
God, to be rich in good deeds, and to be systematically generous as percentage 
givers, and spontaneously generous above and beyond that. So, take some time this 
week to create or evaluate your giving and spending plan. People who are good at 
being rich have a plan of systematic generosity, so plan some time now to take a 
look or have a conversation that can help you move forward. You can certainly 
blow it off, but God is just trying to help us be rich in a good way.  
 
The truth is, we are all one percenters, and God wants that reality to bring joy and 
peace and impact, rather than anxiety, arrogance, and greed. I can’t imagine that 
anybody here doesn’t want what God wants for us, so I’m going to close with his 
words, because he said it best:  
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SLIDE______________________) 1 Timothy 6:17-19 
“Command those who are rich in this present world not to put their hope in 
wealth, which is so uncertain, but to put their hope in God, who richly 
provides us with everything for our enjoyment.  Command them to do good, 
to be rich in good deeds, and to be generous and willing to share.  In this way 
they will lay up treasure for themselves as a firm foundation for the coming 
age, so that they may take hold of the life that is truly life.”  
 


